As America and the Soviet Union race to build their nuclear stockpiles, two extraordinary heroes must form an uneasy alliance. These studies in opposites—shadow and light—must overcome their distrust of each other to battle evil and injustice.

Sputnik silently circles in the skies above the fabled cities of the United States as danger lurks in the Earths darkest corners.

In Gotham, the shadowy vigilante known as the Batman haunts Gothams streets . . . and the police are just as afraid of this Dark Knight as the citys criminals are.

In Metropolis, the notorious Lex Luthor is leveraging international tensions to build LuthorCorp into a military-industrial empire, competing against his business rival Wayne Industries, which is run by Goths enigmatic millionaire, Bruce Wayne. Luthors activities have raised the interest of Daily Planet reporter Lois Lane, who is beginning to realize that Luthor may stop at nothing to achieve success.

At the same time, Clark Kent and Jimmy Olsen are investigating the rumored crash of a flying saucer. Clark is desperate to know if there may be other lost interplanetary visitors on Earth secretly living among them—visitors like himself.

When Batmans and Supermans paths cross, their lives change, and history will never be the same.
You may not think of Superman and Batman as existing in the 50s, but they both did. And Enemies and Allies takes us back to that time of fear and confusion while maintaining a modern attitude. Lois is portrayed as a pathfinder trying to make it in a man's world. She kicks butt and takes names. Batman is the dark-sophisticated crime fighter who is always thinking ten steps ahead of everyone else. Finally, Superman is the open-honest superhero that makes mistakes along the way. I was genuinely surprised by this book and I enjoyed every minute of it. I can't wait to read more of this author's work!
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